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/WHY DO WE 
PLAY BY CTF? 



$ blackb6a -help
Black Bauhinia (blackb6a)

● Best CTF team in Hong Kong (self-proclaimed)
● Top 30 CTF Team in CTFTime

https://b6a.black

@blackb6a

@blackb6a

/team/83678



CTFTime
(20 Nov 2022)



$ byronwai -help
● Snacks Provider of BlackB6a

● Founding Member of BlackB6a

● Founding Member of HKUST Firebird CTF Team

● System Engineer -> Security Analyst

● HITCON 2020 Speaker

● CISSP
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$ ctf -help

CSAW CTF, a Jeopardy CTF, has some 

of the best collegiate hackers in 

the nation

DEFCON CTF Finals, an Attack & 

Defense CTF, is widely considered 

the world cup of hacking
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Improved knowledge and skills in cyber security/01
/02
/03

Opportunities to network and learn from others/04

/What can be achieved from playing CTF

Enhanced problem-solving abilities

Increased teamwork and collaboration

Fun and engaging way to learn/05



Improved knowledge & skills in cyber security
● Require players to use a wide range of cyber 

security skills
○ Reverse engineering
○ Cryptography
○ Exploitation (pwn)
○ Web
○ Forensic
○ …

● Become more knowledgeable and proficient in cyber 
security



Enhanced problem-solving abilities
● Require creative thinking to solve

● Think outside the box and come up with creative 
solutions



Advertisement - Best write-up Awards
● Received numbers of “Creative” (unintended) 

solutions

● Good Job!



Increased teamwork and collaboration
● Team-based, requiring players to work together to 

solve challenges

● Develop strong teamwork and collaboration skills

● Essential in the cyber security field (but not 
limited)



Opportunities to network and learn from others
● CTF competitions often attract a wide range of 

participants

● Network with others in the field

● Learn from others experiences, and potentially even 
find job opportunities



Fun and engaging way to learn
● Fun and engaging way to learn about cyber security 

● Rewarding and enjoyable way to spend their time

● Challenges can be a great way to stay motivated and 
engaged in learning



But wait, CTF can be …
● Time-consuming and require a significant amount of 

effort and dedication

● Challenging and frustrating, especially for 
beginners

● Require specialized knowledge and skills that may 
not be applicable outside of the competition



/Learn from Hosting CTF
/03



Why do we want to host a CTF?



Back in the old days (2017-2019)
● Cyber security was not “that” common in Hong Kong

● Coding, development is always included in STEM, but not 
cyber security



Engage in CTF



Team up



Finding sponsors and funding/01

/02

/03

Providing adequate support and assistance/04

What could go wrong?

Developing challenges and setting up the infrastructure

Managing participants and ensuring fair play



Finding sponsors and funding



Finding sponsors and funding
● Hosting a CTF competition can be expensive

○ rent space
○ provide refreshments, prizes
○ cover other costs.

● Reach out to businesses and organizations for help



Develope challenges & Set up infrastructure
● Creating engaging and challenging CTF is difficult

● Develop tasks that will test participants' skills

● Set up the infrastructure
○ Servers
○ Networks
○ Challenges enviroment



Developing challenges



Setting up the infrastructure



Setting up the infrastructure



Setting up the infrastructure



Managing participants and ensuring fair play
● Managing and organizing a large amount of participants 

can be challenging

● Require to ensure participants are following the rules of 
the competition and not cheating
○ difficult to monitor and enforce



Providing adequate support and assistance
● Need help and support during the event

○ require team of volunteers or staff on hand to provide 
assistance

● Need to ensure that support team is knowledgeable and 
able to help participants



(Recall) But wait, CTF can be … 
● Time-consuming and require a significant amount of 

effort and dedication

● Challenging and frustrating, especially for 
beginners

● Require specialized knowledge and skills that may 
not be applicable outside of the competition



What could go wrong?



Bad CTF Bingo



Our Solution?

Hand-over-hand
手把手



Hand-over-hand (手把手)



Hand-over-hand (手把手)



手把手 (?)



One more thing…



Surprise?
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